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Go Moment, Inc. Fact Sheet 
 
 
Founded 
January 2014 by Raj Singh 
 
Company Profile 
Ivy®, powered by Go Moment®, is the world's first smartconcierge for hotels. Ivy brings together human 
expertise and machine intelligence in a seamless experience for the guest. Via messaging, Ivy answers 
routine guest questions like “What’s the Wi-Fi password?” in less than one second, reducing calls and 
disruptions to the hotel staff. Ivy provides conveniences like fulfilling guest requests, booking restaurant 
reservations, and accessing offers that enhance the guest experience from anywhere, at any time. Ivy 
has served tens of millions of guests, and she’s often recognized in TripAdvisor reviews for providing 
exceptional service. 
   
Mission 
To create one billion unforgettable experiences.  
  
Employees 
As of May 31, 2019, Go Moment employed 30 team members. 
 
Management Team 
Raj Singh, Founder & CEO 
Adam Thomas, Vice President, Operations 
Deborah Pevenstein, Vice President, Sales & Marketing  
  
Select Investors  
Google Inc. 
Plug & Play Ventures  
 
Contact Information 
Go Moment, Inc.  
929 Colorado Avenue 
Santa Monica, CA 90401 
Telephone: +1.800.701.0414 
Email: press@gomoment.com 
Web: www.gomoment.com   
 



 

 
 

 

Management Team, Executive Bios 
 
Raj Singh, Founder & CEO 
Product design expert Raj Singh is CEO at Go Moment®, a Google-backed company dedicated to making 
customer service instant. Go Moment's award-winning smartconcierge Ivy®, as seen on NBC, is the world's 
largest guest engagement automation platform for hotels. 
 
Singh brings cross-discipline design, technology, and marketing experience from hundreds of large-scale 
technology projects for leading brands like Virgin, Lady Gaga, and HEB Grocery Company. Blending his deep 
expertise in UX and market research, Singh works alongside leaders in hospitality to address the industry's 
needs in using next-generation technologies like artificial intelligence, machine learning, and labor 
automation. In partnership with IBM Watson, Go Moment's Ivy platform, which utilizes text or voice 
messaging and leverages human expertise and automation to resolve requests instantly, is currently 
available to millions of hotel guests. Singh’s select speaking engagements and panels include: 
• HITEC 2019 Tech Talk 
• CHTA Future Travelers  
• HEDNA Innov8 
• Oi Summit 

• BLLA Stay Boutique Live 
• Phocuswright Conference 
• CWT VIP Summit 
• Plug and Play Ventures 

• Hotel Interactive BITAC 
• IBM Insight

Adam Thomas, Vice President, Operations 
Adam Thomas is a seasoned General Manager and operations executive with 20 years at the forefront of 
the SaaS startup scene. A recovering attorney, Adam was the 11th employee at LegalZoom where he spent 
the next 12 years scaling operations processes, developing legal products in excess of $100M in sales, and 
helping the company grow to more than 800 employees in four locations nationwide. He’s spent the past 5 
years helping to build venture backed Los Angeles startups including HelloTech, Bambee HR, and now, Go 
Moment. Adam holds a JD from Whittier Law School, a BS in Business Entrepreneurship from the University 
of Southern California, and a certification in Global Management and Leadership Strategies from UCLA. 
Outside of work, Adam and his family are seen enjoying Escape Rooms and rooting for the USC Trojans and 
Seattle Seahawks. 
 
Deborah Pevenstein, Vice President, Sales & Marketing  
Deborah Pevenstein has a track record of success helping large corporations and startups achieve their 
goals, grow strategically and profitably. Her expertise spans product positioning and go-to-market, 
customer marketing, and sales strategy and optimization across hospitality, technology, financial services, 
and consumer goods brands. Working alongside TravelClick CEO, Deborah led growth initiatives leading to 
the $930 million sale of TravelClick to Thoma Bravo. At Citigroup, Deborah managed the American Express 
partnership, had her hand in the Citi Cards turnaround, and lead priority initiatives on ThankYou and         
Citi AAdvantage. Deborah also held various roles at Pfizer, Scojo Vision, and Lillian Vernon. Deborah holds  
a MBA from the University of Chicago Booth School of Business and a BSBA in marketing and international 
business from Washington University in St. Louis. She’s based in New York and building Go Moment’s 
presence on the East coast. 



 

 
 

 

GO MOMENT® TO UNVEIL LATEST INNOVATIONS FOR IVY® SMARTCONCIERGE AT HITEC® IN MINNEAPOLIS 
 

Attendees at the hospitality industry’s largest tech expo are invited to visit booth #3119  
and Tech Talks Session to discover the SMS-based hybrid human & AI guest service technology 

 

 

SANTA MONICA, CA (June 13, 2019) – Go Moment®, the world’s leading provider of real-time artificial 
intelligence guest communication solutions for the hospitality industry, will give HITEC Minneapolis 2019 
attendees their first look at the transformative new and upcoming advancements for their award-
winning smartconcierge Ivy®. Company CEO Raj Singh has also been selected as a featured speaker at 
the event, hosting a Tech Talk session at the HFTP booth on Wednesday, June 19th at 2 PM, titled, Doing 
Less with AI.  
 
Celebrated as the most influential hospitality technology conference, this year’s HITEC takes place June 
17th through the 20th in Minneapolis and is expected to draw a record number of attendees, including 
the brightest minds and hottest suppliers representing hotels, resorts, and technology. As a featured 
exhibitor, Go Moment will be offering an exclusive preview of its latest cutting-edge advancements and 
revenue enhancing smartconcierge solution at booth #3119. There will also be a 30-minute demo of the 
Ivy / Alexa integration at the Alexa for Hospitality Booth #3046 on Tuesday, June 18th at noon and 
Wednesday, June 19th from 11 AM. 
 
Ivy brings together a combination of technology and human interaction to refine and improve upon the 
guest experience through the convenience of text and voice messaging. Welcoming every guest after 
check-in, the smartconcierge seamlessly addresses and automatically resolves guest questions and 
requests, driving staff efficiency, and faster response times. Ivy also provides up-sell and marketing 
opportunities to generate additional revenue. The intuitive technology learns from and customizes each 
subsequent guest interaction for particulars including language, dining preferences, housekeeping 
requirements, special occasion desires, reminders and alerts, spa and other entertainment bookings, 
and methods of communication. It can do this at scale, concurrently managing individuals and groups, 
while interfacing with most PMS and rapid response systems. 
 
"Until recently, the idea of managing tens of thousands, even millions, of hyper-personalized guest 
interactions simultaneously in seconds would have seemed impossible,” explains Raj Singh, CEO of Go 
Moment. “Today, powered by Ivy, this is possible. Before 2019 concludes, Ivy’s guest interactions are 
expected to exceed 40 million. This year we released the HotSOS back of the house integration, smart 
suggestions for staff to click recommended verbiage via text, and so many other game-changers. We are 
looking forward to sharing all the latest enhancements we’ve been working on at HITEC." 
 
Event media and attendees are invited to visit booth #3119 to meet with the Go Moment team and view 
live Ivy smartconcierge demos. Hoteliers will also be able to sign up for a complimentary comprehensive 
Hotel Guest Engagement Assessment. 



 

 
 

 

  
To learn why leading hotels, resorts and, casinos have partnered with Go Moment to help increase guest 
satisfaction, enhance efficiency, and drive new revenue opportunities, please visit gomoment.com or 
call 1 800-701-0414. 
 
 
About Go Moment™ 

  
Ivy®, powered by Go Moment®, is the world's first smartconcierge for hotels. Ivy brings together human 
expertise and machine intelligence in a seamless experience for the guest. Via messaging, Ivy answers 
routine guest questions like “What’s the Wi-Fi password?” in less than one second, reducing calls and 
disruptions to the hotel staff. Ivy provides conveniences like fulfilling guest requests, booking restaurant 
reservations, and accessing offers that enhance the guest experience from anywhere, at any time. Ivy 
has served tens of millions of guests, and she’s often recognized in TripAdvisor reviews for providing 
exceptional service. 
 

For additional information, please contact:  

Deborah Pevenstein 
Vice President, Marketing  
+1.703.864.1442 
deborah@gomoment.com  
	



 

 
 

 

LUXURY MANHATTAN HOTEL ELEVATES GUEST EXPERIENCE WITH GO MOMENT’S IVY® SMARTCONCIERGE 

 
Ivy opens up personalized service, additional revenue opportunities and boosts guest satisfaction scores 

through text or voice messaging to automate common tasks and resolve guest requests in seconds 
 

 

SANTA MONICA, CA (May 30, 2019) – Go Moment®, the world’s leading provider of real-time artificial 
intelligence guest communication solutions for the hospitality industry, today announced that they have 
added the iconic Walker Hotel to their growing list of luxury independent hotel clients. 
 
Located in the Greenwich Village neighborhood of Lower Manhattan, Walker Hotel offers guests an 
authentic NYC hotel experience. The unique property now has even more to offer with the 
implementation of Go Moments’s smartconcierge Ivy®, the most advanced AI-powered, messaging-based 
smartconcierge designed to work synergistically with hotel staff to serve as a guest’s single point of 
contact for their entire stay. Simple transactional asks like more towels, the hotel Wi-Fi password, or 
borrowing a phone charger and even more complicated ones, like booking dinner reservations or finding 
show tickets, can be satisfied with record efficiency by the smartconcierge. What used to take a hotel up 
to eight separate staff members to address can now be handled by Ivy, enabling the hotel to regain as 
much as 30% of guest service staff-hours.   
 
The smartconcierge solution can also be seen as an amenity and an enhancement to the on-property 
staff, who may not have time to handle simultaneous guest requests during peak hours. Ivy can do more 
than just respond to inbound guest inquiries. With hybrid programming and organic intelligence, this 
unique smartconcierge can proactively anticipate needs by checking on guests and asking them questions 
that can enhance their stay, avoid guest issues, and deliver up-serve revenue opportunities.  
 
“Exceeding guest expectations is at the heart of our brand promise," explains the hotel’s Managing 
Director MarcAnthony Crimi. “By investing in tools to automate time-consuming tasks and manage 
requests, we can respond faster to more high-value service needs, which is a huge advantage for 
independent hotels to attract and retain more business. Ivy is the most intuitive and advanced 
smartconcierge solution, and we are confident that our partnership with Go Moment will empower our 
staff to focus on increasing sales and creating the memorable guest experiences that our hotel is 
recognized for." 
 
Walker Hotel Greenwich Village is a 113-room luxury boutique hotel ranked by U.S. News & World Report 
as one of the best hotels in New York City. The property's elegant interior was designed by Andres 
Escobar & Associates and features metal ceiling tiles, modern light fixtures, bright red wallpaper, and 
stained glass windows. The guest rooms include flat-screen TVs and custom designed beds and desks 
made of Makassar ebony. Guests can relax with a cocktail in the on-site bar and lounge, where every 
Friday and Saturday evening students from the neighboring School of Jazz and Contemporary Music 
perform live. Society Cafe is a 'market to table' restaurant helmed by Executive Chef Christopher Zabita. 



 

 
 

 

 
“Hotels that are improving the way they communicate and engage with guests by embracing new 
technologies are leading the pack in service, revenue, and loyalty," says Raj Singh, CEO of Go Moment. 
"The real-time gratification provided by Ivy has led guests to use it ten times more than calling for human 
assistance. The Walker Hotel is a unique and very special property, and we are thrilled to welcome them 
as a client. We are looking forward to helping them streamline their operations and achieve their goals." 
 
To learn more about Ivy and Go Moment, visit GoMoment.com. 
 
 
About Go Moment™ 

  
Ivy®, powered by Go Moment®, is the world's first smartconcierge for hotels. Ivy brings together human 
expertise and machine intelligence in a seamless experience for the guest. Via messaging, Ivy answers 
routine guest questions like “What’s the Wi-Fi password?” in less than one second, reducing calls and 
disruptions to the hotel staff. Ivy provides conveniences like fulfilling guest requests, booking restaurant 
reservations, and accessing offers that enhance the guest experience from anywhere, at any time. Ivy has 
served tens of millions of guests, and she’s often recognized in TripAdvisor reviews for providing 
exceptional service. 
 
About Walker Hotel Greenwich Village 

 
As a privately operated, family owned hotel, Walker Hotel Greenwich Village is committed to delivering 
an authentic New York hotel experience with a focus on warm and thoughtful hospitality. The culture 
within Walker Hotel is an important driver in the quest to become one of the best hotels in NYC and so 
we turn to our guests for regular feedback on how we can improve. To actually become one of the best 
hotels in NYC, hotel reviews play a significant role in the effort. TripAdvisor is one of those tools that help 
hotels gauge their performance. Reviews not only allow guests to determine the best hotel in NYC to stay 
in, they can directly impact the individuals that are part of our little family.  
 
Walker Hotel Greenwich Village is proud to showcase our most recent reviews on TripAdvisor to help you 
feel confident about your decision. Should you have any additional questions or concerns, please contact 
us at 212-375-1300 for more information. 
 

For additional information, please contact:  

Deborah Pevenstein 
Vice President, Marketing  
+1.703.864.1442 
deborah@gomoment.com  



 

 
 

 

THE DESOTO IN SAVANNAH SELECTS GO MOMENT’S IVY® SMARTCONCIERGE 
 

Smartconcierge welcomed at three Sotherly Hotels’ luxury independent properties  
to streamline staff operations, elevate service and generate more revenue opportunities 

 
 
SANTA MONICA, CA (May 16, 2019) – The DeSoto Savannah, has selected Go Moment's smartconcierge 
Ivy® to increase response times to guest inquiries, improve staff efficiency and drive engagement 
through the convenience of mobile text messaging. Managed by Chesapeake Hospitality and part of the 
Sotherly's Hotels Inc. collection, The DeSoto reigns as "Savannah's hotel," a beloved landmark that has 
played hostess to presidents, local personalities and visitors since 1890, and is a member of Preferred 
Hotels & Resorts as well as Historic Hotels of America. Other Sotherly's properties implementing Ivy 
include The Georgian Terrace in Atlanta, Georgia and The Whitehall in Houston, Texas. 
 
Go Moment's Ivy makes an immediate impact on a hotel's operations by helping to fulfill not only guest 
service expectations, but to truly transform the request fulfillment process. Unlike most chatbots or 
digital concierge solutions with limited scripted responses, Ivy combines machine intelligence with 
human customer service for a seamless, intuitive experience. With Ivy, guests get accurate and 
immediate replies to questions like "What's the Wi-Fi password? Can I get more towels? And can I 
extend my check out time?" freeing hotel staff to focus those high-touch guest interactions that make all 
the difference. Ivy leverages data to anticipate and meet guests needs by context, preferences, and prior 
requests, then delivers timely and relevant alerts, content, and offers. 
 
"Adding Ivy to our team is one of the best decisions we've made to improve our guests' experience," 
said Kevin Hunter, Director of Guest Services at The DeSoto Savannah. "We started with the hope that 
Ivy would drive guest traffic for in-house events like Trivia Night, Wing Wednesday and 1540 Room 
Specials, and alert guests of important hotel communications such as fire alarms, construction, and 
inclement weather, but what we got was so much more. Ivy is an incredibly intuitive omnipresent 
member of staff that delights our guests at every touchpoint." 
 
The DeSoto is an upscale property which features 246 guest rooms, each with breathtaking views, 
20,000 square feet of meeting space, business center, fitness center, and rooftop pool with pergolas and 
seasonal cabana bar with treetop views of Savannah. Visitors enjoy exceptional culinary dining at 
acclaimed restaurants 1540 Room and Buffalo Bayou, as well as exclusive spaces like Edgar's Proof & 
Provisions, featuring over 100 types of bourbon. A unique highlight is The DeSoto's permanent collection 
of art, which adds a different dimension to the usual hotel experience. 
 
"Independent hotels are really taking advantage of innovative trends emerging on the scene and we 
couldn't be more excited to partner with an iconic and visionary property like The DeSoto to help them 
elevate their guest experience and streamline service," says Raj Singh, CEO of Go Moment. "Today's 
guests have come to expect instant answers at their fingertips and hotels want new ways to make 



 

 
 

 

communications easier and more engaging. Ivy relies on one of the most common activities people do 
every day - text messaging - and responds to requests in seconds. Managing this type of frontline load is 
just one of the benefits Ivy provides to both hotels and guests. Ivy also opens up additional revenue 
opportunities and boosts guest satisfaction scores by 10-30%. It's an honor to partner with innovative, 
guest-centric properties like The DeSoto." 
 
To learn more about Ivy and Go Moment, visit GoMoment.com. 
 
 
About Go Moment™ 
  
Ivy®, powered by Go Moment®, is the world's first smartconcierge for hotels. Ivy brings together human 
expertise and machine intelligence in a seamless experience for the guest. Via messaging, Ivy answers 
routine guest questions like “What’s the Wi-Fi password?” in less than one second, reducing calls and 
disruptions to the hotel staff. Ivy provides conveniences like fulfilling guest requests, booking restaurant 
reservations, and accessing offers that enhance the guest experience from anywhere, at any time. Ivy 
has served tens of millions of guests, and she’s often recognized in TripAdvisor reviews for providing 
exceptional service. 
 
For additional information, please contact:  
Deborah Pevenstein 
Vice President, Marketing  
+1.703.864.1442 
deborah@gomoment.com  



 

 
 

 

GO MOMENT RECEIVES INDUSTRY-LEADING NPS® 

 
All-time high Net Promoter Score puts Go Moment’s customer satisfaction levels  

alongside top organizations such as Apple, Starbucks, and Amazon 
 

 

SANTA MONICA, CA (April 18, 2019) – Go Moment®, the world’s leading provider of real-time artificial 
intelligence guest communication solutions for the hospitality industry, announced today that its Net 
Promoter Score® (NPS®) reached an all-time high of +63. Go Moment’s NPS survey shows a three times 
higher grade than the industry average for Business-to-Business (B2B) technology companies, according 
to NPSBenchmarks.com. 
 
The Net Promoter Score, co-developed by Satmetrix, is the most widely adopted measure of customer 
loyalty in the world and has become the standard measure of customer experience performance among 
Fortune 500 companies due to its long-term proven linkage to financial performance. The Net Promoter 
Score is an index ranging from -100 to 100 that measures the willingness of customers to recommend a 
company’s products or services to others, overall satisfaction, loyalty, and brand perception.  
 
Go Moment is most recognized as the creators of the award-winning Ivy® hotel smartconcierge solution. 
Ivy utilizes text or voice messaging to automate common tasks and resolve guest requests in seconds 
while freeing up hotel staff to focus on guests. The platform also offers next-generation business 
intelligence and analytics capabilities that give hoteliers visibility into guest engagement and insights on 
the combined productivity of the hotel staff plus Ivy. Go Moment’s constant innovations for Ivy continue 
to solve the challenges of delivering responsive, frictionless, 24/7 communication to guests staying at 
properties such as the OPUS Vancouver, Crystal Springs Resort, Rustic Inn at Jackson Hole, Lake of the 
Torches Resort Casino, and the majority of hotels across the Caesars Entertainment portfolio. 
 
NPS scores above 60 are tough to achieve and are usually associated with the most respected companies 
in the world. Go Moment’s score of +63 is alongside well-known consumer brands with top NPS scores 
like Apple, Starbucks, Netflix, Tesla, Airbnb, and Amazon. A high NPS is even more difficult to attain for 
B2B technology companies, which usually score in the +10 to +25 range, making the accomplishment that 
much more impressive. 
 
“Our score is particularly noteworthy because a NPS above 60 is rare, and this demonstrates the high 
levels of trust that hotel management and operations staff place in us,” said Raj Singh, CEO of Go 
Moment. “This score confirms that we deliver on our promise of providing world-class technology, 
services, and ongoing support. We get enormous satisfaction knowing our clients appreciate our efforts 
and they would recommend us to their friends and colleagues. This level of validation shows our 
commitment to our clients’ success through implementation, training, and optimization. We look forward 
to continuing to perform an outstanding job of serving our clients and partners.” 
 



 

 
 

 

To learn more about Ivy and Go Moment, visit GoMoment.com. 
 
 
About Go Moment™ 

  
Ivy®, powered by Go Moment®, is the world's first smartconcierge for hotels. Ivy brings together human 
expertise and machine intelligence in a seamless experience for the guest. Via messaging, Ivy answers 
routine guest questions like “What’s the Wi-Fi password?” in less than one second, reducing calls and 
disruptions to the hotel staff. Ivy provides conveniences like fulfilling guest requests, booking restaurant 
reservations, and accessing offers that enhance the guest experience from anywhere, at any time. Ivy has 
served tens of millions of guests, and she’s often recognized in TripAdvisor reviews for providing 
exceptional service. 
 

For additional information, please contact:  

Deborah Pevenstein 
Vice President, Marketing  
+1.703.864.1442 
deborah@gomoment.com  
 
NPS and Net Promoter Score are trademarks of Satmetrix Systems, Inc., Bain & Company and Fred Reichheld. All product names, 
logos, and brands are property of their respective owners. All company, product and service names used in this press release are 
for identification purposes only. Use of these names and brands does not imply endorsement.	



 

 
 

 

GO MOMENT WINS 2019 HEDNA INNOV8 WITH SMARTCONCIERGE IVY® 
 

Showcasing the power of AI to enhance and measure guest experiences, increased upservice revenues, 
and reduced staff disruptions, Go Moment goes home with the exclusive win 

 
 
SANTA MONICA, CA (February 5, 2019) – Go Moment®, the world’s leading provider of real-time 

artificial intelligence guest communication solutions for the hospitality industry – its smartconcierge, 

Ivy® – today announced that it has won the prestigious HEDNA 2019 “Connected Like Never Before” 

Global Distribution Conference Innov8 challenge in Los Angeles. Selected from an exclusive field of eight 

pre-selected, pre-qualified technology providers, Go Moment’s Ivy rose above the rest thanks to its 

timely and relevant ability to combine AI, voice, and the Internet of Things. The winning presentation, 

entitled, “Do Less with AI,” and made by Go Moment CEO Raj Singh, showcased Ivy’s role in the evolving 

guest service eco-system with its game-changing SMS-based hybrid human and AI guest service 

technology. The company’s constant innovations for Ivy continue to solve the pain of delivering 

exceptional, frictionless 24/7 communication to guests. The average resolution time for guests served 

through Ivy is measured in seconds, not minutes. 

 

“Today’s hotel guests expect seamless, mobile-enabled experiences like those created by digital leaders 

like Uber, Facebook, and Amazon,” said Singh. “To remain competitive, hotels need to not only have a 

great product, but smarter and faster service. Google has recently claimed, ‘Assistance is the next 

battleground for growth,’ and with Ivy, hoteliers can meet this battle head-on. We would like to thank 

HEDNA for recognizing Go Moment and Ivy with this win. We encourage all hoteliers to test Ivy’s 

capabilities in not only providing world-class guest assistance, but also in improving guest engagement, 

reducing the burden of low-level issue resolutions requiring staff intervention, increasing folio revenues, 

and more frequent postings of positive hotel reviews.” 

 

Just as Ivy’s artificial intelligence learns constantly, Go Moment is also committed to the constant 

learning and enhancement of Ivy’s technology. For instance, the platform now offers groundbreaking, 

next-generation business intelligence and real-time analytics capabilities that give hoteliers 

unprecedented visibility into guest engagement and communications at scale and insights on the 

combined productivity of the hotel staff plus Ivy. 

 

“Our HEDNA Innov8 win once again affirms that hotels are ready to focus on innovations like ours that 

marry human interactions with AI,” said Singh. “Go Moment continues to develop our solutions based 

on feedback from our clients, partners, and industry leaders. In the year to come, we will be announcing 

some exciting new expansions to our AI product suite, which will also contain even more powerful 

business intelligence, new booking revenue opportunities, and guest sentiment insights. We look to 

always raise the bar and be a vehicle to bring the pioneering hotelier’s ideas to life.” 

 



 

 
 

 

HEDNA (Hotel Electronic Distribution Network Association) is the only global forum exclusively 

dedicated to the advancement of hospitality distribution through strategic collaboration and knowledge 

sharing. The organization’s global conferences deliver the most comprehensive information, insights, 

and dialogue on trends in hotel distribution. Participating hoteliers discover effective engagement 

methods and discuss the latest technological advancements needed to compete in today’s dynamic 

hospitality landscape. 

 

To learn more about Ivy and Go Moment, visit GoMoment.com. 

 

 

About Go Moment™ 
  

Ivy®, powered by Go Moment®, is the world's first smartconcierge for hotels. Ivy brings together human 

expertise and machine intelligence in a seamless experience for the guest. Via messaging, Ivy answers 

routine guest questions like “What’s the Wi-Fi password?” in less than one second, reducing calls and 

disruptions to the hotel staff. Ivy provides conveniences like fulfilling guest requests, booking restaurant 

reservations, and accessing offers that enhance the guest experience from anywhere, at any time. Ivy 

has served tens of millions of guests, and she’s often recognized in TripAdvisor reviews for providing 

exceptional service. 

 
For additional information, please contact:  
Deborah Pevenstein 

Vice President, Marketing  

+1.703.864.1442 

deborah@gomoment.com  

	



 

 
 

 

AWARD-WINNING OPUS HOTEL SELECTS IVY SMARTCONCIERGE TO EXCEED GUEST EXPECTATIONS 
 

Lifestyle luxury property partners with Go Moment’s game-changing AI-driven messaging platform  
to deliver frictionless services to guests while optimizing engagement, efficiency, and revenue 

 
 
SANTA MONICA, CA (December 6, 2019) – Go Moment®, the world’s leading provider of real-time 
artificial intelligence guest communication solutions for the hospitality industry, today announced that 
they have welcomed OPUS Hotel to a rapidly expanding roster of notable clients. Now, guests staying at 
the award-winning lifestyle property are greeted by Go Moment’s smartconcierge Ivy®, who actively 
responds to common questions, and personalizes their stay at every touchpoint, letting them 
communicate with the ease of messaging. 
 
The multi-award winning OPUS hotel is the only boutique hotel in Vancouver to receive the coveted 
Forbes Four-Star rating from 2013 through 2018. They have also been honored for three consecutive 
years on Condé Nast Readers' Choice Awards 2018  top 25 hotels in Canada and named "Top 5 Trendiest 
Hotels in the World" by TripAdvisor. Featuring a restaurant and fitness center, the luxury property is 
located in the hip Yaletown neighborhood and has remained one of the most popular choices for 
travelers.   
 
By implementing Ivy, OPUS has already benefited from increased service levels and efficiencies. 
“Enhancing services to our guests has always been a top priority for us, and we are extremely excited to 
have Ivy as part of our team,” explains Nicholas Gandossi, General Manager at the hotel. “We are 
already getting fantastic feedback from our guests about how much they love their super helpful 
‘personal concierge.’ Ivy has saved our staff 407 minutes in the last 30 days with Ivy’s response time 
alone averaging 0.06 seconds.” 
 
Powered by advanced machine learning and artificial intelligence, Ivy utilizes text or voice messaging 
and leverages human expertise and automation to resolve guest requests instantly, freeing up hotel 
staff to focus on high-value interactions and enhancing the overall guest experience. By leveraging 10s 
of millions of interactions, Ivy uses exclusive data to understand guest behaviors, ensuring 
communications are natural and intuitive. The engagements are designed to not only increase revenue 
per guest stay but also ensures guests have up-to-date information on hotel services and activities.  
 
“We couldn't envision a better technology partner than Go Moment,” adds Gandossi. “The roll-out 
process was quick and seamless, and the platform, which is integrated to our PMS, is completely turn-
key, offering us incomparable insights and opportunities to expand our business well into the future.” 
 
Ivy is also responsible for checking in on guests’ satisfaction. In the event of a negative response, Ivy 
passes the issue along to the hotel, allowing for a proactive fix to be made before a negative review 
comes in. 



 

 
 

 

 
“When OPUS Hotel first reached out to us, they were seeking a new virtual concierge solution that was 
innovative, responsive and efficient,” said Raj Singh, founder and CEO at Go Moment. “Once we 
demonstrated Ivy’s pioneering guest engagement capabilities and in-depth analytics, they had the 
confidence to make the switch. We look forward to helping OPUS drive enhanced service, loyalty, sales 
and ROI.” 
 
To learn more about Ivy and Go Moment, visit GoMoment.com. 
 
 
About Go Moment™ 
  
Ivy®, powered by Go Moment®, is the world's first smartconcierge for hotels. Ivy brings together human 
expertise and machine intelligence in a seamless experience for the guest. Via messaging, Ivy answers 
routine guest questions like “What’s the Wi-Fi password?” in less than one second, reducing calls and 
disruptions to the hotel staff. Ivy provides conveniences like fulfilling guest requests, booking restaurant 
reservations, and accessing offers that enhance the guest experience from anywhere, at any time. Ivy 
has served tens of millions of guests, and she’s often recognized in TripAdvisor reviews for providing 
exceptional service. 
 
About OPUS Vancouver 
 
OPUS Vancouver is more than a boutique hotel to stay, it is something to be a part of. Perfectly situated, 
adjacent to picturesque False Creek waterfront and surrounded by the city's best restaurants and 
lounges, we're perched in the best location in downtown Vancouver. At OPUS Vancouver we think 
cookie-cutters are for baking, so we threw ours away when we designed our award-winning 96 room 
downtown Vancouver boutique hotel. With striking design, personality plus, and a fabulous location, 
OPUS appeals to savvy travelers who prefer their lodgings with a little more flavor. Check out our virtual 
tour to see for yourself! 
 
For additional information, please contact:  
Deborah Pevenstein 
Vice President, Marketing  
+1.703.864.1442 
deborah@gomoment.com  
	



 

 
 

 

HOTEL GUEST EXPERIENCE INNOVATOR GO MOMENT CELEBRATES RECORD-BREAKING YEAR 
 

Multiple year-over-year achievements racked-up by the AI-based solutions provider  
and its marquee hotel smartconcierge product, Ivy 

 
SANTA MONICA, CA (November 27, 2018) – Go Moment®, the world’s leading provider of real-time 
artificial intelligence guest communication solutions for the hospitality industry, today released its list of 
significant company gains and achievements. The five-year-old company and creator of the award-
winning smartconcierge Ivy®, has experienced a landmark year that included record-setting volumes of 
guest interactions, new hotel clients, company executive and advisory board expansion, new technology 
integrations, and key new partnerships.  
 
Go Moment attributes its trajectory of success to the fast-growing demand for Ivy, its game-changing 
SMS-based hybrid human & AI guest service technology. Ivy delivers exceptional, frictionless 24/7 
communication to guests and revenue opportunities for hotels. Ivy welcomes every guest after check-in 
and seamlessly addresses and automatically resolves guest questions and requests, freeing up staff to 
focus on delivering top-notch service. Ivy also provides up-sell and marketing opportunities to generate 
additional revenue. 
 
In 2018, Go Moment achieved these significant milestones: 
 
• Successfully rolled out Ivy in tens of thousands of new hotel rooms, nearly doubling the number of 

new hotel clients year-over-year ranging from 70 room independent properties to 3000+ room 
casino resorts, as well as national chains and global travel enterprises. 

• Celebrated the timely and reliable rollout of Ivy to the majority of hotels across the Caesars 
Entertainment portfolio. Caesars won the 2018 HT-NEXT Visionary Award for its implementation of 
Ivy and Chief Experience Officer of Caesars Michael Marino recognized Go Moment for it’s tried and 
true implementation model.  

• Solidified Ivy’s presence at over 30% of the rooms on the Las Vegas strip with its smartconcierge 
solution to become the largest player in the casino resort messaging space.  

• Achieved record usage: Ivy is now available to more than 25 million guests, representing a 100% 
year-over-year increase in messages and a 55% year-over-year increase in guest usage. In order to 
support its expansive portfolio, Ivy performed over 100 million actions autonomously. 

• Secured investment from Plug and Play Ventures and Google.  
• Pioneered voice integration with Google Assistant™ virtual personal assistant. 
• Expanded Ivy’s hotel technology integration suite to include Amadeus, HotSOS, Springer Miller, 

Maestro, Quore and Genesys. 
• Ivy and Go Moment received prominent national and trade attention – including being featured on 

FOX and NBC and in The Economist. 
 



 

 
 

 

“We’re seeing a massive shift in guest preferences towards on-demand service,” asserted Go Moment 
CEO Raj Singh. “Expectations used to be set by the hotel down the street, now they’re being set by Uber, 
Facebook, and Airbnb. Those are the kind of competitors that we now have in the hotel industry from an 
experience standpoint. Messaging with guests is almost table stakes at this point. The question is, what 
more can we do for the guest beyond simple text messaging? Can we satisfy 30-40% of the guest’s 
queries instantly? The best way hoteliers can market today is to have great product, and deliver a great 
experience.” Singh has been a featured speaker at more than 10 top-tier travel industry events this year 
including HITEC®, Carlson Wagonlit, Young Presidents’ Organization (YPO), Plug and Play Travel, and 
Hotel Interactive BITAC®. 
 
Go Moment has also continued to deliver on its commitment to ongoing innovations, which include an 
Ivy voice experience and other offerings focused on driving direct bookings and incremental revenue for 
its hotel clients. In 2018, Go Moment was first-to-market with an enterprise-grade business intelligence 
(BI) solution called Ivy Analytics that provides unparalleled real-time insights into guest experience and 
hotel operations performance. 
 
To learn more about Ivy and Go Moment, visit GoMoment.com. 
 
 
About Go Moment™ 
  
Ivy®, powered by Go Moment®, is the world's first smartconcierge for hotels. Ivy brings together human 
expertise and machine intelligence in a seamless experience for the guest. Via messaging, Ivy answers 
routine guest questions like “What’s the Wi-Fi password?” in less than one second, reducing calls and 
disruptions to the hotel staff. Ivy provides conveniences like fulfilling guest requests, booking restaurant 
reservations, and accessing offers that enhance the guest experience from anywhere, at any time. Ivy 
has served tens of millions of guests, and she’s often recognized in TripAdvisor reviews for providing 
exceptional service. 
 
For additional information, please contact:  
Deborah Pevenstein 
Vice President, Marketing  
+1.703.864.1442 
deborah@gomoment.com  
	


